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Semantic priming, prime reportability,
and retroactive priming are interdependent

VERONICA J. DARK
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa

In two experiments, semantic analysis of prime words was measured in terms of facilitation
in naming a semantically related target word. Targets were degraded but gradually clarified
until the subject named them. Subjects reported the prime after naming the target. Experiment 1
used semantic associates as primes at a 50-msec prime-target stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA).
Experiment 2 used both semantic-associate and identity primes at a 1,OOO-msec prime-target SOA.
Reported primes showed facilitation in both experiments, whereas unreported primes did not.
It appears that primes that undergo enough analysis to facilitate target processing are also avail
able for conscious report. However, retroactive priming in both experiments showed that target
processing also had an impact on prime reportability. The interdependence ofpriming and prime
reportability disallows a straightforward interpretation of the origin of the facilitation.

Recently, there has been much interest in the semantic
characteristics of unaware processing (e.g., Balota, 1983;
Carr, McCauley, Sperber, & Parmelee, 1982; Fowler,
Wolford, Slade, & Tassinary, 1981; Hines, Czerwinski,
Sawyer, & Dwyer, 1986; Marcel, 1983a, 1983b). The
interest stems in part from the impact of dual-process
models of information processing, in which automatic
processing is qualitatively distinguished from attentional
or controlled processing (e.g., Hoffman, 1979; LaBerge,
1975; Posner & Snyder, 1975a; Shiffrin & Schneider,
1977). According to a generic version of the model, when
a stimulus occurs in the environment, it is automatically
encoded; that is, it produces an internal representation.
Automatic processing occurs in parallel, is unlimited in
capacity, and does not require effort or intention, but it
may be influenced by the physical quality of the stimu
lus. In contrast, controlled processing is serial, is severely
limited in capacity, and requires effort, but it is mallea
ble. It is under intentional control and is required for
response initiation in novel situations.

According to the dual-process conceptualization, all
stimuli undergo automatic encoding, but because of ca
pacity limitations, not all stimuli receive controlled
processing. When several automaticallyencoded represen
tations are available for controlled processing, only at
tended (selected) stimuli will actually receive controlled
processing. Attention, then, is the process by which con
trolled processing is enabled. The literature on spatial
selective attention is based on the assumption that a stimu
lus occurring in an unattended location does not receive
controlled processing and that measures reflecting
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processing of such stimuli reflect only automatic
processes.

Automatic processing and its products are presumed to
occur outside of awareness. Controlled processing,
however, may lead to awareness of the identity of the
stimulus and to memory of the event (e.g., Becklen &
Cervone, 1983; Fisk & Schneider, 1983). Thus, aware
ness of stimulus identity has been used as an indication
of controlled processing, and an inability to identify a
stimulus as an indication of solely automatic processing.
The literature on unaware processing is based on the as
sumption that a stimulus presented under conditions that
do not allow its identification has undergone only auto
matic processing.

Note that in most situations the two criteria provide the
same classification of events in terms of the automatic
versus controlled processing dichotomy. Under both cri
teria, identifiable stimuli have undergone controlled
processing and stimuli in unattended locations have only
been automatically processed. A stimulus presented un
der data-limited conditions in an attended location,
however, may not be identifiable, although it is attended.
Processing of an attended, nonidentifiable stimulus will
be classified differently under the two criteria. Accord
ing to the awareness criterion, such a stimulus has only
been automatically processed. According to the attention
criterion, it may also have undergone some level of con
trolled processing.

What is the nature of an automatically encoded
representation of a stimulus? Although it is generally ac
cepted that automatic encoding occurs for at least some
sensory features of a stimulus, there is controversy con
cerning whether semantic features are automatically en
coded (e.g., Johnston & Heinz, 1978; Keren, 1976). Ac
cording to many dual-process models (e.g., LaBerge,
1975; Marcel, 1983b; Posner & Snyder, 1975a; Shiffrin
& Schneider, 1977), the internal representation of a stimu-
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Ius generated by automatic encoding includes its seman
tic features. All stimuli are assumed to make contact with
appropriate previously stored semantic information as part
of their automatic encoding.

Semantic analysis is usually measured indirectly, via
semantic priming (e.g., Fowler et al., 1981; Marcel,
1983a; Posner & Snyder, 1975b). Semantic priming refers
to the facilitation produced by a prime stimulus on the
response (usually naming or making a lexical decision)
to a semantically related target stimulus. Facilitation is
relative to some baseline condition. Semantic priming is
assumed to occur when the internal representation of the
prime causes activation of associatively related concepts
(including the target) within; semantic network (e.g.,
Collins & Loftus, 1975; Schvaiev eldt & Meyer, 1973).
The issue is whether the semantic components of the
representation are activated automatically.

At least two literatures have developed around tests of
the presumed automaticity of semantic analysis. The liter
atures reflect different choices in the characteristic of con
trolled processing from which semantic analysis is dis
sociated in order to be classified as automatic. The larger
literature uses the attention criterion and is concerned with
a dissociation between semantic analysis and selective at
tention. The smaller literature uses the awareness crite
rion and is concerned with a dissociation between semantic
analysis and awareness of stimulus identity. Dagenbach,
Carr, and Kontowicz (1987) similarly described the differ
ence in these literatures as the distinction between suc
cess in ignoring a stimulus and failure in attending to a
stimulus.

In many studies investigating the dissociability of
semantic analysis and selective attention, subjects are
directed to attend to stimuli from one set of sources (the
relevant sources) and to ignore stimuli from other sources
(the irrelevant sources). Evidence of semantic priming by
stimuli from irrelevant sources is taken as evidence that
semantic analysis is automatic; it occurs even for stimuli
not selected to receive controlled processing. The evidence
comprising this literature is mixed and has been reviewed
many times (e.g., Broadbent, 1982; Holender, 1986;
Johnston & Dark, 1982, 1986; Kahneman & Treisman,
1984; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Of interest here is a
study recently reported by Johnston and Dark (1985).

Johnston and Dark (1985) examined the priming
produced by briefly presented visual stimuli occurring in
both relevant and irrelevant locations. The subjects per
formed an attention task in which word pairs were
presented for 67-500 msec before being masked. One
word of each pair occurred in a random one of two rele
vant locations, the other in one of two irrelevant loca
tions. Every few pairs the subject was asked to report the
relevant word. Embedded within this attention task was
a target-naming task. Severely degraded but gradually
clarifying target words were occasionally presented in
stead of a word pair. The subjects named each target as
soon as it could be identified.

Johnston and Dark (1985) contrasted the facilitation in
target-naming latency produced by semantically related
primes that had immediately preceded the target in rele
vant versus irrelevant locations. They found priming only
from related primes in relevant locations. Even related
primes occurring for 67 msec in relevant locations
produced facilitation, whereas related primes occurring
for 500 msec in irrelevant locations did not. Johnston and
Dark concluded that semantic analysis is not dissociable
from attention, and thus is not automatic.

Johnston and Dark (1985) were not concerned with a
dissociation between stimulus identifiability and seman
tic analysis, and they had no direct measure of the extent
to which subjects were able to identify the primes.
However, because the subjects were only about 30% ac
curate in identifying other words exposed for 67 msec
within the attention task, Johnston and Dark assumed that
stimulus identification was not necessary to semantic anal
ysis. Their view was based on the idea that attention to
a spatial location is both necessary and sufficient to ener
gize the encoding processes that are conceptualized as be
ing automatic in dual-process theories (e.g., Dark, John
ston, Myles-Worsley, & Farah, 1985; Hoffman, Nelson,
& Houck, 1983).

The two experiments reported here were designed to
determine whether the semantic analysis reflected in John
ston and Dark's (1985) study was automatic in the sense
of being dissociable from awareness of stimulus identity
even though it required attention. Two general strategies
have been used to obtain unawareness of stimulus iden
tity. The first is to determine a detection threshold at which
subjects cannot reliably determine that a stimulus has even
been presented (e.g., Balota, 1983; Fowler et al., 1981;
Marcel, 1983a). The second is to present primes under
more moderate data limitations so that some, but not all,
of the primes can be identified, and then to conditional
ize priming on prime reportability (e.g., Fischler & Good
man, 1978; Carr et al., 1982). The second strategy was
followed in the present study.

Carr et al. (1982) examined the effect of a small set
of pattern-masked word and picture primes on the nam
ing latency of a small set of word and picture targets.
Some of their primes were presented at a brief but above
threshold duration and subjects were asked to report these
primes after naming the target. A significant priming ef
fect obtained with these primes did not depend on cor
rect report of the related primes. Fischler and Goodman
(1978, Experiment 1) also conditionalized priming on
prime reportability. They used word primes and word tar
gets in a lexical decision task. In the report condition,
primes were presented for 40 msec before being masked.
Significant priming under such conditions was obtained
only when the subject failed to report the prime.

Both reportability studies suggest that reliable seman
tic priming should be obtained from attended, unreported
primes in Johnston and Dark's (1985) task. However, the
overall pattern of semantic priming produced in the two
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studies is not consistent, and there is less support for a
prediction about reported primes. Carr et al.,'s (1982)
subjects named targets more quickly on trials in which
they did not report the prime, but they showed no prime
type (related vs. unrelated) x reportability interaction;
that is, all related primes produced equal facilitation in
target naming relative to unrelated primes. In contrast,
Fischler and Goodman's (1978) subjects produced slower
lexical decisions on trials in which they did not identify
the prime, and they did show a reportability X prime type
interaction. Lexical decision latencies to targets preceded
by reported primes were equal for related and unrelated
primes, but unreported related primes showed less slow
ing of latencies than did unreported unrelated primes.

The discrepancies between the results of Carr et al.
(1982) and those of Fischler and Goodman (1978) in
semantic priming for reported primes could be due to a
number of procedural differences. For example, Carr
et al. used a small set of picture and word stimuli with
which the subjects were very practiced, whereas Fisch
ler and Goodman used a larger set of word stimuli with
which the subjects were unpracticed. Perhaps even more
important is that the responses required in the priming
tasks were different. Several studies have suggested that
naming and lexical-decision responses reflect somewhat
different underlying mechanisms (e.g., Balota & Lorch,
1986; Irwin & Lupker, 1983; Lorch, Balota, & Stamm,
1986; Seidenberg, Waters, Sanders, & Langer, 1984;
West & Stanovich, 1982). The general interpretation is
that naming reflects primarily encoding or access to previ
ously stored information about a word, whereas a lexical
decision reflects both automatic encoding and some
postencoding decision processes (controlled processing).
It could be that postencoding processes masked the auto
matic semantic analysis of reported primes in the study
by Fischler and Goodman (1978).

Johnston and Dark's (1985) task requires a target
naming response, but the target is severely degraded. Tar
get degradation often enhances semantic priming for both
naming and lexical decisions and is assumed to affect en
coding processes (e.g., Becker & Killion, 1977; Massaro,
Jones, Lipscomb, & Scholz, 1978; Meyer, Schvaneveldt,
& Ruddy, 1975). On that basis one would predict that
Johnston and Dark's task would show a pattern like that
obtained by Carr et al. (1982), that is, that reportability
would not influence level of priming. On the other hand,
the dynamic clarifying aspects of the target stimulus might
tap into processes other than encoding, so that the pat
tern of priming would be closer to that of Fischler and
Goodman (1978).

In the two experiments reported here, the reportability
procedure was used with the degraded-target naming task.
Stimuli were presented singly and in a known location
and it was assumed that they would be attended. The
stimuli occurred under data-limited conditions that some
times precluded stimulus identification. Of interest was the
extent to which priming depended upon prime identifica-

tion. In Experiment 1, semantic priming was examined as
a function of prime reportability at a short prime-target
stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). In Experiment 2, prim
ing from both semanticandidentityprimes at a longer SOA
was examined. Reliable priming was obtained only for
reported primes in both cases. The data, however, are con
founded by retroactive priming effects.

EXPERIMENT 1

There is some inconsistency in the literature regarding
the time course of assumed automatic semantic analysis.
Posner and Snyder (1975b) and Neely (1977) suggested
that automatic activation effects occur very quickly and
are established by 250 msec, whereas consciously medi
ated expectancy effects are more pronounced at around
2 sec. Stimuli in both studies were identifiable. In con
trast, studies using masked stimuli presented at durations
below identification threshold have found that semantic
priming is obtained only with prime-target SOAs of
around 2 sec, and not at SOAs of 250 msec (Fowler et al.,
1981) or 350 msec (Balota, 1983). Balota suggested that
semantic analysis accrues more slowly with below
threshold masked stimuli, so that longer SOAs are neces
sary. Fischler and Goodman (1978), however, found
priming for unreported primes at a prime-target SOA of
40 msec, and for reportable primes at an SOA of
550 msec, but not for primes at a 9O-msec SOA except
on trials in which the subject was unable to report the
prime. They suggested that the priming tapped with the
shorter SOAs was automatic, whereas that tapped with
the 550-msec SOA was more associated with controlled
processing. Evett and Humphreys (1981) also reported
significant semantic priming from unreported primes with
a prime-target SOA of approximately 33 msec. Finally,
Van der Heijden, Hagenarr, and Bloem (1984) suggested
that automatic semantic analysis occurs and fades very
rapidly.

Experiment 1 was designed to examine whether seman
tic priming at a short SOA in Johnston and Dark's (1985)
target-naming task varies as a function of the subject's
ability to report the prime word. On each trial a briefly
presented prime was followed almost immediately by a
degraded target. The degraded target gradually clarified
and the subject's task was to name the target as quickly
as possible. After naming the target, the subject attempted
to report the prime.

Method
Subjects and Design. Sixteen students in an introductory psy

chology class at the University of Utah received course credit for
their participation as subjects. All students reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and fluency in English. Type of prime
(related vs. unrelated) was manipulated within subjects. Prime
reportability (reported vs. unreported) was a within-subject vari
able defined by subjects' performance.

Procedure. Stimulus presentation was via a Zenith (Model
ZVM121) television screen with a 6O-Hz refresh cycle under the
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control of a Terak LSI-II computer system. The timing software
was coordinated with the display hardware so that all display changes
began at the same point in the screen refresh cycle. The subject
was seated approximately 60 em from the televisionscreen in a room
with an overhead fluorescent light. All stimuli were presented at
the same location in the center of the screen. A single letter was
approximately 25 mrn wide x 40 mrn high. A six-letter word sub
tended approximately .38 0 of visual angle vertically and 1.44 0

horizontally.
The subject's task was to observe the prime, name the target,

and then identify the prime word. Each trial began with a ready
signal (two plus signs) presented for 500 msec, followed by a 500
msec blank interval. Primes were then presented for 17 msec, fol
lowed by a 33-rnsec blank period before the presentation of the tar
get. The target was covered by a random pattern of 300 dots, which
made it difficult to see. The dots were removed at an average rate
of I every 20 rnsec until the subject responded or until all dots had
been removed (a maximum of 6 sec). When the subject named the
target, the vocal response triggered a voice key (Scientific Proto
type Model 761G) and the computer recorded the latency of the
response and cleared the remaining dots. The target remained on
for 500 rnsec before the report prompt was displayed. The subject
had 3 sec in which to report the prime. The instructions encouraged
the subject to guess when unsure. An experimenter in an adjoining
room scored the accuracy of the subject's vocal responses. There
was a I-sec blank interval between trials.

A series of eight practice trials, in which the prime presentation
time started out at 500 msec but was gradually reduced to 17 msec
by the last trial, familiarized the subject with the task. The sub
jects were instructed prior to practice that half of the to-be-reported
words would be semantically related to the target words. Four of
the practice trials included related primes and four included un
related primes. The subjects were given an opportunity to ask ques
tions after the practice trials; they were reminded that the to-be
reported words would be very briefly presented but that they should
try their best to identify them. The 60 trials that constituted the ex
perimental sequence were preceded by four buffer trials (two with
related primes). The entire session, including debriefing, lasted ap
proximately 15 min.

Stimuli. All stimuli were nouns that were three to nine letters
in length. The 60 target words were selected from a set of21O nouns
on which associative and naming norms had previously been col
lected from 100 students. The norms included clarification naming
latencies with both related primes and no prime (baseline). The
related prime chosen for each target was the most frequent response
given by subjects who were instructed to generate a one-word cue
that would make someone else think of the target word. The un
related prime for each target was a semantically unrelated word
with the same length, the same Kucera and Francis (1967) frequency,
and the same initial letter as the prime word.

The 60 targets were divided into two sets of 30 words each; the
two sets were matched in terms of both the normative primed and
baseline naming latencies. One set of 30 words comprised the
related-prime targets for a given subject and the other set comprised
the unrelated-prime targets. The assignment of word set to prim
ing condition was counterbalanced across subjects. The order of
related and unrelated trials was random, with the constraint that
there be 5 related and 5 unrelated prime trials in every set of 10
trials. Two orderings of the target words were used equally often
to mitigate any idiosyncratic word-sequence effects.

Results and Discussion
Unless otherwise specified, p < .01 for all significant

differences and p > .10 for all nonsignificantdifferences.
The proportion of related primes that were correctly
reported (.737) was greater than the proportion of un-

related primes that were correctly reported (.492) [t(15)
=: 7.44, SE = .033]. A similar pattern was obtained by
Fischler and Goodman (1978, Experiment 1). It is possi
ble that the difference is attributable to guessing. Subjects
were told that the prime was related to the target on half
of the trials and they may have guessed a related word
on trials on which they were unsure. The guess may in
fact have been the actual prime on related trials. In order
to test this possibility, the error data of each subject were
classed into three categories: no response, response
semantically related to target, and response unrelated to
the target. The proportion of errors in each of the
categories were .42, .17, and .41, respectively, for related
prime trials, and .28, .19, and .53 for unrelated prime
trials. Although there was a difference in the extent to
which the various types of errors were made [F(2,30) =
5.24, MSe = .130], there was no interaction between er
ror type and type of prime [F(2,30) = 2.12, MSe = .061].
It does not appear that the difference in reportability can
be attributed to guessing.

A second interpretation of the reportability difference
is that it reflects item differences; that is, the related
primes as a group were easier to identify than the unrelated
primes, in spite of their being matched on length, fre
quency, and initial letter. A third interpretation is that a
form of backward priming was in operation. 1 Semantic
activation from the target may have retroactively increased
processing of the related prime words (e.g., Briand, den
Heyer, & Dannenbring, 1987; Jacobson, 1973; Kiger &
Glass, 1983). Data relevant to these two interpretations
are reported in Experiment 2.

Naming latencies and accuracies for targets preceded
by reported and unreported, related and unrelated primes
are presented in the top portion of Table 1, along with
the average number of observations on which each lat
ency is based. Naming latencies in this and all other anal
yses were computed only from correctly identified target
words. For each subject, extremely long latencies were
replaced with a value two standard deviations away from
the subject's mean latency.

An analysis of variance of the latencies with prime
reportability and type of prime word as within-subjects
factors revealed a main effect of type of prime [F(l, 15)
= 5.89, MSe = 188,454], a main effect of prime report
ability [F(1,15) = 12.21, MSe =: 239,191], and a report
ability x type of prime interaction [F(1,15) = 9.30, MSe
= 189,247]. In general, targets preceded by reportable
primes were named more quickly and targets preceded
by related primes were named more quickly. Most im
portant, however, was the finding that naming latency was
clearly fastest for targets that were preceded by reported
related primes. The accuracy data showed a similar
pattern.

Targets following reportable primes were named more
quickly, regardless of the type of prime. Fischler and
Goodman (1978, Experiment 1) found a similar pattern.
The pattern can be interpreted in terms of interference
in controlled processing if target processing and prime
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Table I
Mean Target-Identification Latency (in msec), Accuracy (Proportion), and Number of Observations
(per Subject) for Reportability and Type of Prime, with Semantic Priming for Each Reportability Level

Naming Naming

Type of Latency Accuracy Number of Semantic
Reportability Prime M SD M SD Observations Priming*

Experiment I: 50-msec SOA

Reported Related 1478 645 .979 .037 21.6 592
Unrelated 2070 1113 .917 .135 13.9

Unreported Related 2237 1040 .949 .078 7.2 -71
Unrelated 2166 816 .930 .054 13.9

Experiment 2: lOOO-msec SOA

Semantic Primes
Reported Related 1178 521 .979 .021 20.6 419

Unrelated 1597 753 .981 .043 9.5
Unreported Related 1640 675 .935 .107 7.8 -77

Unrelated 1563 594 .943 .091 18.8

Identity Primes
Reported Related 923 211 .982 .038 22.3 247

Unrelated 1170 346 .969 .053 12.3
Unreported Related 1399 527 .856 .159 5.9 -54

Unrelated 1346 398 .932 .060 15.6

*Semantic priming = unrelated prime latency - related prime latency.

processing require the same limited-capacity resources.
Because subjects were required to identify both types of
stimuli, such an interpretation is reasonable. The process
ing necessary to identify and remember a prime appar
ently requires less of the limited-capacity resources than
does unsuccessful prime processing.

Semantic priming was computed by subtracting the
related prime latencies from the corresponding unrelated
prime latencies. The facilitative effect of 592 msec
produced by reported related primes was reliably above
zero [t(15) = 4.06, SE = 145]. The apparent negative
priming produced by unreported related primes was not
reliably less than zero (t< 1). The data strongly suggest
that semantic analysis, as measured by semantic priming,
and awareness of stimulus identity, as measured by prime
reportability, are not dissociableunder the procedure used.
There is no evidence of semantic analysis of attended
primes that cannot be reported after a brief delay. The
pattern suggests that the priming obtained from related
primes occurring in relevant locations in Johnston and
Dark's (1985) study was restricted to instances in which
the primes were identified.

The impact of prime reportability on amount of prim
ing in Experiment 1 was not the same as that obtained
by either Carr et al. (1982) or Fischler and Goodman
(1978, Experiment 1). Carr et al. found priming from
reported related primes, as in the present experiment, but
Fischler and Goodman did not. Although both Carr et al.
and Fischler and Goodman found priming from un
reported semantic primes, such priming was not found
in the present experiment. The present experiment also
replicated Fischler and Goodman's finding of quicker
responses to targets following reported primes (related
and unrelated); Carr et al. showed the opposite pattern.

There were, of course, large procedural differences
among the three studies, but no simple explanation of the
three different patterns in terms of either stimulus sets or
response tasks suggests itself.

The prime-target SOA of 50 msec was the minimal
SOA possible given the available hardware and software.
The short SOA was used because of suggestions in the
literature that automatic semantic analysis peaks rapidly
and then fades (e.g., Fischler & Goodman, 1978; Van
der Heijden et al., 1984). As noted earlier, however, the
literature also contains suggestions that semantic prim
ing from undetectable stimuli is obtained only with longer
SOAs (e.g., Balota, 1983; Fowler et al., 1981). It is pos
sible that the priming measured in Experiment 1 is not
dissociable from stimulus identification because of the
temporal parameters. If primes that can be reported are
semantically analyzed more quickly than primes that can
not be reported, that analysis may facilitate the narning
of the target, whereas the semantic analysis engendered
by primes that are not reported accrues too slowly to af
fect target narning. This possibility was addressed in Ex
periment 2 by expanding the prime-target SOA to 1 sec,
the SOA used by Johnston and Dark (1985). In addition,
the longer SOA might mitigate the apparent interference
between prime processing and target processing revealed
in the reportability maineffect. Subjects would have more
time to complete prime processing before resources were
required for target processing.

Experiment 2 also included an immediate identity-prime
group in which the related prime was identical to the tar
get. From an activation viewpoint, using the actual tar
get word as the related prime should allow maximal acti
vation of the internal representation of the target by the
prime. In addition to semantic activation, an identity prime
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can also provide physical and graphemic priming. Evett
and Humphreys (1981), for example, found more facili
tation from immediate identity primes than from immedi
ate semantic primes under data-limited conditions. If there
is low-level processing of unreported related primes, it
may be more easily detected in an identity-prime group.

Finally, a control group was included to determine
whether item differences or backward priming was
responsible for the higher reportability of related primes
than unrelated primes in Experiment 1. Control-group
subjects only identified the prime.

EXPERIMENT 2

Method
Subjects and Design. Forty-eight students from an introductory

psychology class at the University of Utah received course credit
for participating as subjects. All students reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and fluency in English. No subject had
participated in Experiment I. Sixteen subjects each were assigned
to the semantic-prime group, the identity-prime group, and the con
trol group. Type of prime (related vs. unrelated) was manipulated
within subjects. Prime reportability (reported vs. unreported) was
a within-subjects factor determined by subjects' performance.

Procedure. The equipment was as described for Experiment I.
The sequence of events constituting a trial for the semantic-prime
and identity-prime groups was similar to that of Experiment 1, ex
cept that a mask of nine Xs and a relatively long blank interval oc
curred between the prime and target. The events were as follows:
ready signal (500 rnsec + 500 msec blank), prime (17 rnsec +
17 rnsec blank), mask of nine Xs (33 rnsec), 933-rnsec blank period,
degraded but clarifying target (up to 6 sec), clear target (500 msec
+ 500 msec blank), and finally the report prompt (3 sec +1 sec
blank). The prime-target SOA was 1 sec. A control group trial be
gan like a priming trial but no targets were presented. Rather, the
mask of nine Xs was followed, after 933 rnsec, by the report prompt.
The subject's task was simply to identify the prime.

Subjects were presented eight practice trials in which prime du
ration began at 500 rnsec but decreased to 17 rnsec. Subjects in both
priming groups were informed that half of the trials would contain
to-be-reported words related to the target. The entire session, in
cluding debriefing, lasted approximately 15 min.

Stimuli. Stimuli for the semantic-prime group were the same four
sequences of 60 prime-target pairs described in Experiment 1. The
actual target, rather thana semantic associate, was used as the related
prime for the identity-prime group. Each control-group subject saw
the prime portion of the displays presented to a yoked subject in
the semantic-prime group.

Results and Discussion
Target naming. Naming latencies and accuracies for

targets preceded by reported and unreported, related and
unrelated primes are presented for each prime group in
the lower portion of Table 1, along with the average num
ber of observations upon which each latency is based. An
analysis of variance of the latencies with prime group as
a between-subjects factor and prime reportability and type
of prime as within-subjects factors revealed a main ef
fect of type of prime [F(1,30) = 12.76, MSe = 44,735],
a main effect of prime reportability [F(1,30) = 25.80,
MSe = 90,232], and a reportability x type of prime in
teraction [F(1,15) = 25.06, MSe = 50,695]. There was
no reliable effect of group [F(l,30) = 2.78, MSe =
937,959], and there were no significant interactions in-

volving group. As in Experiment 1, targets preceded by
related primes and targets preceded by reported primes
were named more quickly, but targets preceded by
reported related primes were particularly fast. The ac
curacy means showed only an effect of prime reporta
bility .

Subjects were faster at naming the targets with the
longer SOA in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1. Carr
et al. (1982) also found a decrease in naming latency as
SOA increased, as have several others (e.g., de Groot,
1984; den Heyer, Taylor, & Abate, 1986; Lorch, 1982).
The longer prime-target SOA apparently allowed more
complete analysis of the prime before the target was even
presented, resulting in less competition for limited
capacity resources. In spite of this, however, reportabil
ity continued to directly impact target naming latency. Un
successful prime processing interfered more with target
naming than did successful prime processing for both
related and unrelated primes. It appears that remember
ing an identified prime required less resources than did
the processing characterizing the unsuccessful trials.

Semantic priming was computed by subtracting the
related prime latencies from the unrelated prime laten
cies for each reportability value. The 419-msec facilita
tion produced by reported related primes in the semantic
prime group was reliably greater than zero [t(15) = 4.71,
SE = 89], as was the facilitation of 246 msec in the
identity-prime group [t(15) = 3.61, SE = 68]. The ap
parent negative priming produced by unreported related
primes was not reliably different from zero in either the
semantic-prime group [t(15) = 1.08, SE = 71] or the
identity-prime group (t < 1). The pattern of priming was
similar to that obtained in Experiment 1. There is no evi
dence for semantic analysis of related primes that the sub
ject was unable to identify even when the prime and tar
get were physically identical.

Evett and Humphreys (1981) and Forster and Davis
(1984) both reported priming from identity primes of
which the subject was unaware. Evett and Humphreys se
quentially presented two words for 33 msec each between
a premask and a postmask. The subjects were instructed
to report what they saw. The subjects almost never
reported the first word, but their report of the second word
was facilitated if the first word was either a lowercase
instance of the second word or a semantic associate of
the second word. The lowercase identity prime increased
accuracy more than did the semantic associate. The
present data reveal no difference in the levels of facilita
tion produced by semantic and physically identical related
primes that immediately precede the target. There is also
no evidence of priming produced by unreported related
primes of either type.

Carr and Dagenbach (1986; Dagenbach et al., 1987)
suggested that semantic inhibition can produce reliable
negative priming in situations in which subjects unsuc
cessfully attempt to access an area of semantic memory .
To more sensitively test whether the apparent negative
priming found for unreported related primes in Experi
ments 1 and 2 might be an example of this phenomenon,
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the data were combined. The mean of -68 msec was not
reliably below zero [t(47) = 1.05, SE = 65].

Neither Experiment 1 nor Experiment 2 produced
semantic priming from unreported related primes. Using
the same priming task, Johnston and Dark (1985) found
no evidence of semantic analysis of related primes
presented for longer periods in unattended locations. John
ston and Dark concluded that semantic analysis is not an
automatic process because it requires attention. The
present data suggest the stronger statement that the seman
tic analysis tapped by the clarification task depends not
only upon attention but upon enough controlled process
ing to allow prime identification. It is not an automatic
process, either by the attention criterion or by the aware
ness criterion.

Prime identification. For purposes of analysis, the sets
of words comprising the related and unrelated primes for
subjects in the semantic group were treated as related and
unrelated primes for the control group. The proportions
of correctly reported related and unrelated primes for the
identity-prime, semantic-prime, and control groups are
shown in Table 2. An analysis of variance with group and
type of prime as factors showed a main effect of type of
prime [F(1,45) = 63.23] and a group x type of prime
interaction [F(2,45) = 15.53] (MSe = .0225 for both),
but no main effect of group [F(2,45) = 1.00, MSe =
.0754].

Both priming groups in Experiment 2 showed a pattern
similar to that in Experiment 1: related primes were
reported at a higher rate than unrelated primes. The con
trol group was included to determine whether differences
in reportability between related and unrelated primes were
the result of item differences or of processes occurring
during the priming trials. Control-group subjects showed
equal report of both sets of words, confirming that the
two sets were well-matched and that the difference in
reportability was not a function of item differences.

A Newman-Keuls analysis revealed that report of un
related primes was reliably depressed for the semantic
group compared to the control group, and that report of
related primes was reliably enhanced. The identity group's
report of unrelated primes did not differ from that of either
the semantic group or the control group. Although the
identity group's related primes consisted of a different set
of words than that of the other two groups, report of
related primes was compared across groups. The iden
tity group's report of related primes was reliably greater

Table 2
Proportion of Correctly Reported Related and

Unrelated Primes for Each Group

than that of the control group, but not different from that
of the semantic group. The reportability pattern suggests
the operation of two factors in the priming groups: for
getting and retroactive priming.

Holender (1986) argued that delayed reports such as
those used in the reportability paradigm may not ac
curately reflect whether a stimulus was originally identi
fied, because the subject can forget the stimulus during
the retention interval. Because subjects in Carr et al. 's
(1982) study were always able to report the prime when
prime report was their only task, Holender attributed the
results showing equal priming for reported and unreported
primes to forgetting of the prime rather than to noniden
tification of the prime. The present data confirm that for
getting does occur, at least for unrelated primes, and pro
vide a basis for reconciliation between the pattern of
priming obtained by Carr et al. and the pattern obtained
in the present experiments. Subjects in the control group
of Experiment 2 could identify only half of the primes
when that was their only task. By inference, not all of
the unreported primes in the priming groups were identi
fied and then forgotten, as may have been the case in Carr
et al. 's study. The difference in priming from unreported
related primes in Carr et al. 's study and the present ex
periments may be due not to the use of different tasks,
but to differences in the level of controlled processing
originally received by the unreported related primes .

The data of Experiment 2 also suggest that a retroac
tive priming process may mitigate forgetting when the
prime is related to the target. It appears that the semantic
analysis of the target maintains or boosts activation of the
internal representation of a related prime, resulting in a
greater likelihood of reporting the prime. Fischler and
Goodman (1978, Experiment 1) reported a similar pat
tern: related primes were more likely to be reported than
were unrelated primes. Carr et al. (1982) did not report
the proportion of identified related and unrelated primes.

The occurrence of retroactive priming allows alterna
tive explanations of the relationship between reportabil
ity and semantic priming. Targets presented after reported
related primes may be more quickly identified because
their representations receive activation from semantic
analysis of the related primes, or because quickly identi
fied targets produce more activation of the representations
of related stimuli, so that the related prime's representa
tion becomes (or remains) reportable, or both. Because
the prime and target cannot be temporally separated (e.g.,
Dannenbring & Briand, 1982; Henderson, Wallis, &
Knight, 1984), there appears to be no easy way to tease
apart the two processes.

Group

Control

Semantic

Identity

Type of Prime M

Related .512
Unrelated .507

Related .714
Unrelated .328

Related .769
Unrelated .429

SD

.240

.248

.173

.246

.145

.252

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The phenomenon of retroactive priming complicates the
interpretation of these and other data in relation to an im
portant question: What sort of processes are reflected in
semantic priming measures? The use of semantic prim
ing as a measure of semantic analysis of the prime is based
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upon the assumption that prime processing can affect sub
sequent target processing (e.g., Balota, 1983; Carr et al.,
1982; Fischler & Goodman, 1978; Fowler et al., 1981;
Marcel, 1983a). Although the interpretation of semantic
priming as reflecting primarily automatic semantic anal
ysis is not always clear because factors associated with
controlled processing are known to affect semantic prim
ing (e.g., den Heyer, 1986; den Heyer, Briand, & Dan
nenbring, 1983; den Heyer, Briand, & Smith, 1985; He
nik, Friedrich, & Kellogg, 1983; Hoffman & MacMillon,
1985; Seidenberg et al., 1984; Smith, Theodor, & Frank
lin, 1983; Tweedy, Lapinski, & Schvaneveldt, 1977), it
is usually assumed that any impact of controlled process
ing is in addition to the forward influence of the related
prime on the target. The present data call into question
this last assumption. It appears that semantic analysis of
the related prime is not itself independent of target
processing. Semantic priming is a measuring instrument
that influences what it is measuring. Some other kind of
indirect measurement is needed if the semantic proper
ties of early automatic encoding are to be explored (e.g.,
Avant & Thieman, 1985).

The priming task used in the present experiments is not
the standard lexical decision or naming task. It produces
longer response times and may therefore be criticized as
reflecting processes other than automatic semantic anal
ysis. The present data cannot rule out the possibility that
all stimuli undergo an extremely early and rapidly decay
ing form of automatic stimulus encoding that includes a
semantic component (e.g., Van der Heijden et al., 1984).
The data do, however, point out a major problem with
using a semantic priming task of any kind to investigate
the nature of such an early, automatic encoding stage: tar
get processing may cause changes in the representation
of the prime. In situations in which a related target oc
curs immediately after a prime, the processing of the tar
get may be facilitated by the automatically encoded prime
representation. However, retroactive priming from the
target to the related prime may also occur. Processing of
the target may strengthen activation of a relatively weak
representation of the prime, which can then further in
fluence activation of the target. Thus, there is no clear
interpretation of the origin of the facilitation or, by in
ference, of the nature of the automatically encoded prime
representation.

Briand et al. (1987) recently made a similar point us
ing a standard target-naming task combined with a lexi
cal decision about the prime. Their subjects made the lex
ical decision about briefly presented, masked primes
immediately after they had named a clear target. The sub
jects were more accurate and more confident in their lex
ical decisions about related primes than in those about un
related primes. In addition, facilitation in target-naming
latency was produced only by related primes that hadbeen
correctly classified as words rather than nonwords. Briand
et al. described prime processing and target processing
as synergistic.

Although they did not measure identifiability of the
stimuli for which the lexical decisions were obtained, Bri
and et al. (1987) suggested that retroactive priming may
enhance awareness of the identity of the related primes.
The data from Experiments 1 and 2 of the present study
confirm their hypothesis. The phenomenon of retroactive
priming provides a mechanism by which a subject may,
in fact, be more aware of the identity of stimuli on prim
ing trials than on threshold-setting trials in subliminal
priming studies (e.g., Balota, 1983; Fowler et al., 1981;
Marcel, 1983a). Just as Purcell, Stewart, and Stanovich
(1983) suggested that the light levels need to be matched
between threshold trials and priming trials in such studies,
the present data and those of Briand et al. (1987) suggest
that semantic context must also be matched.

Prime reportability interacted with type of prime in Ex
periments 1 and 2 so that semantic priming was obtained
only for reported primes. Regardless of the nature of the
processes reflected in the priming measure, they were evi
dent only on trials on which the subject was able to report
the related prime. The interdependence between seman
tic priming and prime reportability challenges interpre
tations of dual-process theory in which complex, seman
tic processing occurs for all stimuli whether or not the
subject is aware of the identity of the stimuli. The sug
gestion is not that the subject is aware of all semantic
processing, but that the semantic processing underlying
priming is not dissociable from the processing that allows
identification of the prime. This distinction has also been
described by den Heyer et al. (1983) as the difference be
tween automatic processing of a prime and the automatic
effect of the prime once it has been processed. Semantic
priming may, in fact, reflect automatic activation of which
the subject is not aware, but that activation is produced
by stimuli of which the subject is aware. For this reason,
semantic activation may be better described within the
dual-process conceptualization as what Shiffrin and
Schneider (1977) called a veiled control process, rather
than as an automatic process.

Note that the present data would also support a one
process conceptualization of stimulus processing in which
processing is described as activation within a complex in
teracting network of nodes (e.g., Johnston, 1980; McClel
land & Rumelhart, 1985). Stimulus representations that
receive high-level activation from external sources or from
the internal structure of the network can be identified and
can also produce activation of related representations.
Representations that do not receive enough activation to
be identified do not influence the activity of other
representations. Thus, aware and unaware processing
would differ in degree, not in kind.
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NOTE

1. Backwardpriming is a term that has been used to refer both to
the temporal orderingof the stimuli, that is, instancesin whicha seman
tically related word occurringafter another word facilitatesthe response
to the first word (e.g., Jacobson, 1973; Kiger & Glass, 1983), and to
the assumeddirectionof activation over an associative link (e.g., Koriat,
1981). Briand et al. (1987) suggested the term retroactive priming as
more descriptive of the former, and this term will be used hereafter.
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